
Into The BoxesDigital Forensics and IncidentResponse Magazine
Digital Forensics and incident response (DFIR) ismoving at lightning speed. Security professionalsare stepping up and taking notice. DFIR has seenan explosion of blog posts, magazines, research,and news articles. The thing is, there are plentyof areas where more input is required in the DFIRcommunity. This community needs to keep up with a plethora oftechnologies: operating systems, applications, network devicesand protocols, security controls, file systems, internal and externalmedia, etc. This is truly a field were specialization meansdiversification. It also means that DFIR professionals rely heavilyon dissemination of information from the rest of the industry.Once again, Into The Boxes tries to assist with the disseminationof information by touching on a variety of topics. Articles hereincover topics involving writeblockers, Apple's OSX, WindowsRegistry, breaches in the Payment Card Industry, and split imageanalysis. A variety of topics, for an industry, that needs a variety of input.

Hopefully most of you find this issue's topics interesting and useful. Of course we could not havedone it without input from other DFIR professionals. Scott Burkhart and Chris Pogue stepped upand gave us a hand this month with some interesting and useful articles. They join the ranks ofJamie Levy and Didier Stevens. Although we hope to see future articles from all of theseindividuals we are hoping that some of you will take the time and effort to share your experiencesand research. For those of you who cannot take the time to write you can contribute by droppingus a note about specific topics you would like to see covered. Any requests that we receive will beplaced on our Research Box page for all to review.
One area of community input that we have not mentioned is DFIR forums. These resources arebecoming more prevalent and useful. Although Into The Boxes will not be starting a forum, wewould like to draw your attention to the Yahoo! Group: Win4n6(http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/win4n6/). This forum was initiated by Harlan and hemonitors it frequently. It has proven to be an excellent source of information and quick help andwe hope that you stop by and contribute to this community effort.
Enjoy,Don C. Weber and Harlan Carvey
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Introduction to Plist Files
Written by Scott Burkhart

Introduction:Performing Registry analysis on a Windows system can reveal a wealth of forensicdata, but the Mac OS X operating system has no similar centralized repository ofinformation (Toporek, 2004) on which to perform such examinations. The OS Xoperating system utilizes 'preference files' or 'plist' files to store application data,user preferences and any other data that may need to be saved for future use. Plistfiles can be found in numerous locations and can make analysis time consuming, but if you aretasked with the analysis of an OS X system, familiarity with plist files is an essential skill.
Types of plist files:There are two types of plist files found on an OS X system (Apple, 2006), XML/Text and the newerbinary format. Both file formats end with the extension '.plist'. Starting with OS X 10.0 plist fileswere XML/TEXT files and could easily be read by standard text utilities. The newer binary versionfirst appeared with OS X 10.2 and with the release of OS X 10.4, became the default format for plistfiles. This new binary version requires specialized utilities to read. Please be aware that both filetypes will often be found on a system, even the newest 64bit 10.6 version.
Running the 'file' command on plist files can reveal the format type.

In the above screenshot we can see two plist files, one is a standard XML/Text and the other is anapple binary file.
As stated before, the XML/Text format can be read by any standard text utility or xml viewer andrequires no special utility.

The binary version requires that you either open the file with a specialized viewer or convert thebinary file to its raw XML output.
Apple provides two native tools for manipulating plist files, which are also distributed with the Xcodedeveloper toolset (Apple, 2010) available for free from Apple.

Figure 1: OS X File Command Output

Figure 2: PList XML Format
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The command line utility 'plutil' (Wilson, 2008) will convert a binary plist file into the XML/Textformat and the GUI tool 'Property List Editor' will allow you edit and view the plist data. Examplesof both tools are illustrated below.

If you are using Linux to analyze the plist files I would suggest using the Perl utility 'plutil.pl', whichutility works similar to the native OS X command line utility to convert from binary to XML/Text.
NOTE: The XML structure of the plist format is thoroughly documented on Apple's website andwould require much more space than I have here to show all options.

Locations of plist files:Where should you look for plist files? Everywhere! If you did a search across an average OS Xvolume you would be amazed at how many plist files you come up with and where they are located.There are, however, some locations that you will want to focus your search on. Below is a list ofcommon locations as they pertain to system and user preferences.
Global system preferences will be found in:

Figure 3: Output of plutil Command

Figure 4: Property List Editor Output
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/System/Library/Library
User preferences will be found in:
/Users/username/Library
Be sure search through all the subdirectories from the parent.
If you are examining a corrupt file system or suspect that there may be deleted data you maydetermine a need to carve for plist files (Zdziarski, 2008). Running 'foremost' against a volumeimage with the following signatures in your configuration file should produce many files.

There are no defined footers for these file formats so you will have to use your best judgment onhow many bytes to carve out once the header is found; however, 4096 bytes is a good size to startwith.
Plist Analysis Example:In this example we will analyze a plist file to determine if the host system was ever connected to aparticular wireless network. The file/Library/Preferences/SystemConfiguration/com.apple.airport.preferences.plist contains a list of allwireless SSIDs that the host system has connected to and the last connected date.
This particular file was a native XML/Text so no conversion was necessary. After stepping downthrough the XML we see that the host system was connected to the SSID 'Dolphin' on March 12,2010 at 21:59 hrs Z (“Z” or Zulu time is analogous to UTC or GMT time). We can also see that thewireless AP was running OPEN with no security.

Figure 5: Foremost Configuration File PList Entries

Figure 6: com.apple.airport.preferences.plist Contents
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In addition, if we further analyze the file/Library/Preferences/SystemConfiguration/com.apple.network.identification.plist and lookfor the same date we can see the networkinformation that was provided by DHCP:
Conclusion:Analysis of OS X plist files can reveal awealth of forensic data but familiarity withthe data formats is essential for correctprocessing. Knowing how to interpret thedata is however only part of the problem,knowing where to look for relevantinformation is the biggest challenge due tothe decentralized nature of the system.
References:Apple. (2010, March). Xcode homepage (freeregistration required). Retrieved fromhttp://developer.apple.com/technologies/xcode.html
Introduction to property list programmingtopics for core foundation. (2006, February7). Retrieved fromhttp://developer.apple.com/mac/library/documentation/CoreFoundation/Conceptual/CFPropertyLists/CFPropertyLists.html
Toporek, Chuck, Stone, Chris, & McIntosh, Jason. (2004). Mac os x panther in a nutshell.Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly.
Wilson, P. (2008, March 10). Perl implementation of os/x plutil. Retrieved fromhttp://scw.us/iPhone/plutil/
Zdziarski, Jonathan. (2008). Iphone forensics. Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly.

Figure 7: com.apple.network.identification.plist Contents

The Simple Truth
Written by Chris Pogue

Recently, I had two separate discussions with Harlan Carvey of Terremark and ColinSheppard of Trustwave, regarding the nature and complexity of breaches.Specifically, we were discussing Payment Card Industry (PCI) breaches and how weare simply not seeing the level of complexity that other targets may be seeing dueto the fact that…well…the attackers in this space don’t need to be very complex.The businesses that are being compromised are quite literally, leaving theproverbial keys in the front door.
There has been a great deal of media coverage lately on the increasing complexity of intruders, andhow to best defend against this new wave of attacks. As a forensic investigator workingapproximately 50 cases per year (not including those I am asked to consult on with otherinvestigators or law enforcement agencies), I simply am not seeing this level of complexity. In fact,as Harlan, Colin, and I concluded, in the majority of cases, these breaches are due to vulnerabilitiesthat have been around for as many as 10 years. In my white paper titled, “The Top 10Vulnerabilities”, I outlined primary causes of breaches that I have seen over the past five years,
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roughly 250 cases. This paper can be downloaded (for free) athttp://www.trustwave.com/whitepapers.php.
To summarize my earlier writings, the most common vulnerabilities that are exploited by attackersare weak passwords, out of date operating systems, open remote access ports, lack of firewalls,lack of proper network segmentation, and lack of encryption. As you can see, these are notcomplicated attack vectors. Now, that is not to say that more complicated attacks don’t exist,because they do…I have seen them firsthand. But, what I am saying is that a large percentage ofPCI breaches could have been prevented by taking some basic security steps, most of which arecovered in any entry level computer security course or certification boot camp.
So, like you are probably doing right now, I asked myself, “Why the disconnect? If this is so easy,why aren’t more people doing it?” The answer to that question is two fold. First, and I thinkforemost, is that for the majority of folks, computer security is not their core business. They arebusy serving burrito plates, making sure my suits are dry cleaned properly, and getting my zerofade just right (something my dear friend Harlan knows nothing about). These businesses likelyhave a “computer guy” who takes care of their systems, who very well may be one of theemployees who knows how to use Excel (no kidding…I have seen this before) and surf the Internet,and has an iPhone! If they have the financial resources, they may hire a Point of Sale (POS)integrator, who is responsible for the payment system as well as the upkeep of the base operatingsystems on the customer’s computers. Traditionally, these smaller IT organizations have been moreconcerned with administration and operational functionality than they have been with security.However, as more and more attackers are targeting smaller merchants (commonly referred to as“Level 4” – taken from the PCI categorization as any business that processes less than $500,000dollars in credit card transactions annually) these smaller IT shops are under increasing pressure tobecome more security minded.
The second main proponent to the rash of level 4 breaches that we are seeing is that there is noreal bite in not being PCI compliant. Now, if a business gets compromised, then there can besignificant financial repercussions in the form of fines imposed by the brands (Visa, MasterCard,Discover, American Express, and JCB) as well as cost recovery paid to the merchant banks (the folkslikes First Data Corp, Bank of America, Elavon, and Chase Paymentech who process the credit cardtransactions) for the reimbursement of fraudulent charges. With the average loss per card being$104 dollars, the average loss of cards being estimated at anywhere between 2,500 and 7,500cards per breach, a level 4 merchant can face fines up to a million dollars. While a more typical finein somewhere in the tens of thousands, the potential for much larger fines is definitely present andcannot be ignored. So, if businesses are facing such a huge potential loss, why are not theyspending the money up front to properly secure their businesses? Well…because nobody makesthem.
Currently, there are no fines levied on level 4 merchants for not being PCI compliant. Many of them(an I know this from hearing folks say this) say, “why spend the money when I don’t have to”? Andhonestly, that’s a valid point. In a down economy like we have seen over the past 18 months, smallbusinesses are struggling to generate a modest profit! Why cut into that with an expense that isvery similar to insurance, in that you will probably never use it! With an estimated 10 million levelfour merchants in the US alone, what are the chances that Snuffy Joe’s Cleaners (or <insertbusiness name here>) is going to get compromised? Probably pretty low. However, if he does getcompromised, the results could put him out of business. I’d say that a risk most folks are notwilling to take.
Working with the United States Secret Service (USSS) on many of these types of breaches, I havelearned that this is a very well organized, very lucrative industry driven by professional hackers.These are not skinny DEFCON types, sitting in their parent’s basements listening to Korn and MudPuppy. These are pros. Very smart, very motivated, and very good at what they do. Just look atthe facts for a moment…you have an almost inexhaustible supply of poorly defended targets, youcan probably set up shop and live in the compromised network for at least three to five monthsundetected enabling the harvest of thousands and thousands of card numbers, you can quickly sellthose card numbers in the criminal underground for a decent profit, and you will very likely neverget caught. This is a cash cow for organized crime syndicates all over the world, and I guarantee
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you they are tapping into this stream of easy money.
So, now what? Are we to live in constant fear of our cards being compromised as we watch smallbusinesses shut their doors due to huge fines incurred from a breach. No…it’s really a very simplesolution. Protect. The. Data. Simply put, don’t leave default passwords in place! Don’t have anopen WIFI on the same subnet as the servers that process CHD! Update your operating systems!Encrypt your sensitive data! Use an “ondemand” remote access policy that requires third partiesto call you prior to accessing your systems, when after they are finished doing their work, isdisabled. Buy a firewall and actually configure it to do what it’s supposed to do…filter traffic!
By taking these very basic steps, businesses are not going to make themselves unhackable. If anintruder still really wants to get in, he probably will. What it will do is make the attacker rethink hisapproach to your network. You will no longer be low hanging fruit, as there are easier targets outthere so why waste time on you. They won’t have the return on investment that they are lookingfor, and they will likely move on.
While complicated attacks do exist, they are not overwhelming the marketplace the wayunsophisticated, basic attacks are. These attacks are leading to the loss of hundreds of millions ofdollars each year, and small level four merchants are taking on the brunt of the onslaught. Bytaking some very basic security steps, these smaller businesses can protect themselves to such anextent as the attackers looking for a solid ROI will likely move on to an easier target. The lessonlearned here is spend a little bit of money up front, save a whole lot of money later.
Editor’s NoteI have to agree wholeheartedly with Chris, in part because while he and I worked together at IBMISS, we saw a lot of the same things. Generally, the trend we’d seen was that “security” was thefirst thing taken off of the infrastructure plate. We’ve seen relatively simple and noisy SQL injectionattacks that went undetected across a number of days, but could have been prevented by putting apassword on the MS SQL ‘sa’ account; the IT Director deemed that recommendation “tooexpensive”. Following the recommendations of resources such as the PCI Data Security Standard(DSS) won’t make an organization magically secure, but what it will do is raise the bar such that anattacker moves on to an easier target. If not, then perhaps you’ve got instrumentation in place todetect their attempts. H. Carvey

Poorcase: Split Image Reconstruction
Written by Don C. Weber

Richard Harman has created a perl script that will pull together split images. Thisscript is useful for using tools that do not inherently handle split images. Poorcasecan be found online at Google Code (Harman, 2010). As Richard states:
"Poorcase is a perl script that takes all the dirty work of virtually reconstructinga "dd 4g" split disk image back into something more friendly under a Linuxoperating system."

As the script leverages a linux system's loop devices the user must ensure that enough loop devicesare available. Ubuntu Linux systems usually start with eight loop devices
[user] > ls /dev/loop*/dev/loop0 /dev/loop1 /dev/loop2 /dev/loop3 /dev/loop4 /dev/loop5 /dev/loop6 /dev/loop7

One way to determine if any loop devices are currently being used, at least on Ubuntu Linuxsystems, is to use the "losetup" command. The "f" option will list the first unused device and the"a" option will show the status of all loop devices in use.
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[user] > sudo losetup f/dev/loop0[user] > sudo losetup a[user] >
If all of the loop devices are currently being used then "losetup" will return the following message.

[user] > sudo losetup alosetup: could not find any free loop device
Depending on the number of loop devices necessary the user may have to create additionaldevices. Richard and a colleague of mine are currently working on modifying the script to do thisautomatically. For now the following script (Harman 2, 2010) will increase the number of loopdevices to twentyfive. The user can substitute any number up to 255 as most Linux versions havea limit of 256 loop devices.

for nd in 'seq 8 25'; do sudo mknod /dev/loop$nd b 7 $nd; done
For this quick tip I split two thumb drives. I did two because I ran into a bit of trouble with the firstthumb drive as it did not have any partition table. Using Richard's instructions I ran the followingcommand.

[user] > sudo ./poorcase build o ro name san_4gb ./sandisk/san_4gb.dd.00*
Building array named 'san_4gb' with:/mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.000/mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.001/mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.002/mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.003file /mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.000 (2097152 512 byte blocks) loopdev/dev/loop0file /mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.001 (2097152 512 byte blocks) loopdev/dev/loop1file /mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.002 (2097152 512 byte blocks) loopdev/dev/loop2file /mnt/hgfs/Dev/poorcase/sandisk/san_4gb.dd.003 (1613823 512 byte blocks) loopdev/dev/loop3Base Device Table: (san_4gb)0 2097152 linear /dev/loop0 02097152 2097152 linear /dev/loop1 04194304 2097152 linear /dev/loop2 06291456 1613823 linear /dev/loop3 0
Parsing partitions and creating devicesUse of uninitialized value $start_sect in string ne at ./poorcase line 95, <PARTX> line 4.Use of uninitialized value $end in string ne at ./poorcase line 95, <PARTX> line 4.0 1141509631 linear /dev/mapper/sandisk/san_4gb 778135908 (dcw_4gb1)devicemapper: reload ioctl failed: Invalid argumentCommand failed0 1936028240 linear /dev/mapper/sandisk/san_4gb 168689522 (dcw_4gb2)devicemapper: reload ioctl failed: Invalid argumentCommand failed0 1936028192 linear /dev/mapper/sandisk/san_4gb 1869881465 (dcw_4gb3)devicemapper: reload ioctl failed: Invalid argumentCommand failedUse of uninitialized value in concatenation (.) or string at ./poorcase line 101, <PARTX> line 4.Use of uninitialized value in printf at ./poorcase line 104, <PARTX> line 4.Use of uninitialized value in printf at ./poorcase line 104, <PARTX> line 4.
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Use of uninitialized value in printf at ./poorcase line 107, <PARTX> line 4.Use of uninitialized value in printf at ./poorcase line 107, <PARTX> line 4.Use of uninitialized value in printf at ./poorcase line 107, <PARTX> line 4.0 0 linear /dev/mapper/sandisk/san_4gb 0 (dcw_4gb0)devicemapper: create ioctl failed: Device or resource busyCommand failed[user] >

The script fails when it tries to parse the partition table and map additional devices to thepartitions. As there are no partitions additional mappings are not necessary.
[user] > ls al /dev/mapper/total 0drwxrxrx 2 root root 120 20100403 13:09 .drwxrxrx 15 root root 4160 20100403 13:09 ..crwrw 1 root root 10, 61 20100324 08:25 controlbrwrw 1 root disk 252, 2 20100403 13:09 san_4gb

This device can now be used by tools that understand drive devices such as "photorec."
[user] > sudo photorec /dev/mapper/san_4gb

It can also be mounted to allow access to other tools such as virus scanners.
[user] > sudo mount t vfat o ro,loop,noexec /dev/mapper/san_4gb /media/usb

Once a user is done the loop devices should be destroyed to free them up for use by other tools.After cleaning up any additional mounts the user needs to run the following command.
[user] > sudo ./poorcase destroy o ro name san_4gb ./sandisk/san_4gb.dd.00*

On images that do provide partition tables the script will only behave slightly differently. Basically,the script will function correctly and use the partition table to map devices to the separatepartitions. The user then just needs mount or point tools to the proper device mapping. In thefollowing case "tosh_4gb1" device will be the first and only partition. The "tosh_4gb" devicerepresents the full disk image.
[user] > sudo ./poorcase destroy o ro name tosh_4gb ./tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.00*Building array named 'tosh_4gb' with:/mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.000 /mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.001 /mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.002 /mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.003file /mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.000 (2097152 512 byte blocks)loopdev /dev/loop0file /mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.001 (2097152 512 byte blocks)loopdev /dev/loop1file /mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.002 (2097152 512 byte blocks)loopdev /dev/loop2file /mnt/hgfs/ERSImages/Dev/poorcase/tosh/tosh_4gb.dd.003 (1536000 512 byte blocks)loopdev /dev/loop3Base Device Table: (tosh_4gb)0 2097152 linear /dev/loop0 02097152 2097152 linear /dev/loop1 04194304 2097152 linear /dev/loop2 06291456 1536000 linear /dev/loop3 0
Parsing partitions and creating devices0 7819392 linear /dev/mapper/tosh_4gb 8064 (tosh_4gb1)[user] > ls al /dev/mapper/
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Registry Analysis and Geolocation
Written by Harlan Carvey

IntroductionAnalysis of the Windows Registry can add a great deal of valuable information to aforensic examination. The Registry contains a wealth of information regardingsystem configuration and user activity on a system. For example, the Registrymaintains information regarding IP address assignment information for the differentinterfaces (i.e., wired, wireless, etc.) as well as wireless access points (WAPs) towhich the system has connected. Analysts can use this WAP information to perform geolocation,establishing information about where the system has been. This can be extremely valuableinformation during an examination.
Examination GoalsForensic examinations start with a reason for the examination. Regardless of whether you’re ananalyst with law enforcement, the federal government, or you’re a corporate consultant, yourexamination starts with a reason, with something you’re trying to show, with a goal in mind. Youmay be interested in determining if a system is infected with malware, compromised or been usedfor malicious purposes; however, in the end, the examination comes down to a definable goal, or setof goals.
If your goal is to determine where a system (in particular, a laptop) may have been geographicallylocated at a point in time, and to associate that location with a specific IP address, then you may bein luck. A bit of Registry analysis can be used to begin collecting the information you need, andultimately you may end up with a nice Google map showing where the system was located.
In short, the process for determining if there is any geolocation information available for WAPs thatthe system has connected to is to:

1. Extract pertinent information from the Registry.2. Determine if lat/long information is available for the WAP via a database lookup.3. If information is available, craft a URL that will provide a Google Map showing the location ofthe WAP.
This article will demonstrate the specific steps and tools required to perform wifi geolocation.

total 0drwxrxrx 2 root root 120 20100403 13:09 .drwxrxrx 15 root root 4160 20100403 13:09 ..crwrw 1 root root 10, 61 20100324 08:25 controlbrwrw 1 root disk 252, 0 20100403 13:08 tosh_4gbbrwrw 1 root disk 252, 1 20100403 13:08 tosh_4gb1

All in all, poorcase provides great functionality for an initial release and I plan to take advantage ofits functionality in the near future. If you have any ideas just contact Richard through poorcase'swebsite. He is very helpful and open to input and recommendations.
References:Harman, R. (2010, March 26). Poorcase. Retrieved from http://code.google.com/p/poorcase/
Harman 2, R. (2010, March 31). Poorcase. Retrieved fromhttp://code.google.com/p/poorcase/wiki/AddingLoopbackDevices
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Windows RegistryAs mentioned previously, theWindows Registry maintains a LOT ofinformation about the systemconfiguration, as well as with regardsto user activity. For example, theRegistry maintains information aboutnetwork interfaces and IP addressassignments. If the WindowsWireless Zero Configuration Service(WZCSVC) is used to managewireless network connections on aWindows XP system (information forVista and above will also be addressed), the Wireless Networks tab in the Wireless NetworkConnection Properties dialog will have a list of preferred networks, as illustrated in figure 1.
Persistent information such as the list of preferred networks can usually be found in the WindowsRegistry. On a live system, this information would be easily accessible via a graphical user interface(GUI) application, but forensic analysts tend to interact with acquired images of systems, ratherthan live systems.

Different wireless connection management applications will of course maintain this information ina different format, as well as in a different location. Both the format and the location will bedependent upon the utility and the vendor.
From a forensic analysis perspective, this information is maintained by the Wireless ZeroConfiguration Service in the Microsoft\WZCSVC\Parameters\Interfaces\{GUID} key within theSoftware hive, where ‘{GUID}’ refers to the globally unique identifier for the wireless networkinterface. This key may contain several binary data values that begin with “Static#” and areconsecutively numbered 0000, 0001, etc. This binary data contains the information we’re interestedin, particularly the SSID and MAC address of the WAP, and the date that the system last connectedto the WAP.
Wifi WAP MACIf the Wireless Network Connection(illustrated in figure 2) is managed by theWindows Wireless Zero ConfigurationService, we can extract the WAPinformation (SSID, MAC address, etc.)from the Software hive during our analysisby using the RegRipper ssid.pl plugin.
A sample of the output from the ssid.pl plugin appears as follows (output is wrapped forreadability):

Wed Jan 13 12:22:32 2010 UTCMAC: 00022D17BCCD INTERCONTINENTAL_MIAMI
Wed Jan 13 11:04:04 2010 UTCMAC: 00022D17BCD9 Intercontinental_Miami
Thu Sep 24 09:59:41 2009 UTCMAC: 00022D17BCC2Intercontinental Miami

As you can see, this system was connected to at least three WAPs with SSIDs that were somevariation of “Intercontinental Miami”, all at different times. In each instance, the MAC address ofthe WAP is visible.

Figure 1: Preferred Networks listings

Figure 2: Wireless Network Connections
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Windows VistaBeginning with Windows Vista, wireless WAP information was maintained in a completely differentformat and location within the Registry. This information is now maintained in the Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion \NetworkList key within the Software hive, and as such, we can usethe RegRipper networklist.pl plugin to extract this information (excerpt follows):
linksysKey LastWrite : Mon Feb 18 16:02:48 2008DateLastConnected: Mon Feb 18 11:02:48 2008DateCreated : Sat Feb 16 12:02:15 2008DefaultGatewayMac: 000F665841ED

As you can see, as with previous versions of Windows, the MAC address of the WAP is stillmaintained in the Registry and easily extracted during analysis.
The ssid.pl and networklist.pl RegRipper plugins are not part of the default distribution ofRegRipper available at http://www.regripper.net.

GeoLocationNow that we have the WAP information, how do we go about performing geolocation? Well, thereare a couple of ways to go about this; one is to get a laptop with the appropriate software or awireless scanner, and go out on foot (or mobile) recording information about WAPs in a particulararea. However, this can be somewhat hitormiss.
Skyhook Wireless (http://www.skyhookwireless.com/) has done some of this already within majormetropolitan areas within the US. Using Joshua Abraham’s example code(http://spl0it.org/files/bssidlocation.pl) as a basis, we can query the Skyhook Wireless databaseand see if there is any geolocation (latitude and longitude) information available for a particular WAPMAC address.
Using maclookup.pl (as you can see, I’m not the most creative person when it comes to naming myPerl scripts), we can collect some information about the WAP manufacturer (based on the MACaddress), as well as query the Skyhook Wireless database to see if there is any lat/long informationavailable for the WAP:

C:\Perl >maclookup.pl w 0019075B3692 s tmobile
OUI lookup for 00:19:07:5B:36:92...Cisco Systems80 West Tasman Dr.SJM/1San Jose CA 95134UNITED STATES

Google Map URL (paste intobrowser):http://maps.google.com/maps?q=38.9454372,+77.4444607+%28tmobile%29&iwloc=A&hl=en
In this case, there is informationavailable regarding the geographic location of the WAP, and as such,the script returns a URL that canbe pasted directly into a browser.Figure 3 illustrates an excerpt fromthe Google Map. Figure 3: Google Map geolocation
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In this particular case, the TMobile WAP that the laptop connected to was located at a Starbucks in aconcourse at Dulles International Airport.
The maclookup.pl Perl script allows for one Google Map pushpin at a time; in order to plot severalsuch locations on a single Google Map, we would need to develop a Keyhole Markup Language (.kmlor .kmz) file, and deploy it properly so that it can be used by Google Maps. However, that is beyondthe scope of this article.
How is this information useful during an examination? About ten years ago, I did some of my ownlowtech geolocation, although it didn’t involve wireless access points. Essentially, I parse someemail headers to find out the IP address a former employee was using to send some emails into thecompany I worked for. Looking the IP address up, I found out that it was “owned” by the localcounty government. A quick call and a request for help netted me the name and address of thecounty public library, as well as the floor where the computer to which that IP address was assignedsat. However, at the end, the point was that I started with one piece of computerbasedinformation, and was able to track it back to a physical location, one that would allow me or a lawenforcement officer to speak to someone who’d been in the area (a librarian, or patron) aboutmaking a positive identification.
Having the ability to identify a geographic location for a laptop can be very useful, particularly to lawenforcement. For example, let’s say a company has some web server logs that illustrate a SQLinjection attack from a specific IP address. Looking up that IP address can show the name of theorganization to which that address is assigned, or that manages that address. If law enforcementofficers are able to gain access to a suspect system, they may find that the IP address in the logswas assigned or leased, during the same timeframe as illustrated in the web server logs, to thatlaptop; from there, they may find that the IP address was assigned to the Wireless NetworkConnection (see figure 2 again). Using Wifi geolocation, they may find that the attacker had beensitting in a public place while using his laptop, and would be able to interview staff and visitors atthat location to positively identify the attacker. This also helps illustrate very technical informationfor attorneys, judges, and jurors.
For nonLE analysts, this analysis technique can be very useful in identifying where systems mayhave been used, either as part of an inappropriate use investigation, or to exonerate an employee.
ConclusionThis article has demonstrated one means by which data extracted from the Window Registry can beused to further an examination, or to provide law enforcement intelligence information. TheWindows Registry provides a wealth of information to the forensic analyst, and it’s up to that analystto retrieve and interpret that information, even turning it into actionable intelligence.
All scripts described in this article can be requested from the author at ‘keydet89@yahoo.com’.

Super DriveLock Review
Written by Don C. Weber

Initial ImpressionsWhen ITB started I contacted several organizations if they were willing to providesamples of certain products for evaluation. Intelligent Computer Solutions (ICS)was the first to respond and I have to say that they were very cooperative,generous, and patient. ICS representatives provided me with a Super DriveLock(SDL) Basic Kit (http://tinyurl.com/icssdlbasic) to test. The Super DriveLock isan internal and external writeblocking device designed to provide easy access to,as ICS indicates on their website:
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• "SATA Devices: SATA 150 or SATA 300 hard disk devices• IDE Devices: Supports the USB 2.0 or FireWire 1394B specifications for High Speed operation.• Hot Swap Capability: Parallel ATA hard disk devices with LBA ( Logical Block Addressing)support• SCSI Devices: From SCSI1 to Ultra320 with connection: Narrow (50P), Wide (68P), SCA80(80P)• USB Devices: High speed 2.0 or USB 1.1"

To provide access to these devices SDL utilizes SATA and USB 2.0 interfaces. These interfaces canbe utilized for internal and external use of the SDL.
TestingI have to admit, I wasn't really sure how to proceed with testing. Although some people areconcerned with imaging times I have never really been one to be overly worried about it. My mainconcerns revolve around accurate acquisition and ease of use. So, my test criteria was merely todetermine how to use the device and that it functioned accurately.
As can be seen from the number of devices on the SDL's list this device provides access to a largenumber of devices that would usually require multiple writeblocking devices. From a travelperspective it is very convenient to have one device to carry around. Currently my kit includes fourTableau writeblocks with varying cables and adapters to perform the same functionality as theSDL. Although convenient to carry one device instead of four the actual size of the SDL isequivalent to the four Tableau devices. Additionally, only having one device means that I do nothave the ability to access multiple devices concurrently during an engagement. Not necessarily aproblem in most situations but having multiple options is always nice for speed as well asredundancy.
Using the SDL for the first time was interesting. As all of my analysis systems are laptops I did nothave a towerstyle system to install the SDL. Therefore, I conducted all of my testing using thedevice as an external writeblocker. Breaking out the SDL I immediately came to the realizationthat I did not have everything necessary to operate the device externally. Basically, I did not haveany power. Contacting the ICS crew they quickly sent me out the ICS Power Supply + USB to SATAAdapters (http://tinyurl.com/icspsusbsata). I knew I needed power but I had no idea that I alsoneeded the "USB to SATA Adapter." Lucky for me they sent them both as both were necessary forconnecting to the SDL externally.

Figure 1: Super DriveLock Front Face

Figure 2: Super DriveLock Rear Face
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The SDL is one of those devices that you definitely need to read the user manual before starting.This is due to the way that it provides access to the different interfaces. The SDL does not autorecognize which port the device you would like to image is connected on. Rather, it requires theuser to hold down the power switch which cycles through a green light indicator for each port.Obviously, once the proper interface is indicated the user releases the power button. After thatimaging is easy. Merely use your favorite acquisition method or software. I tested the SDL on aWindows XP SP3 system using Access Data's FTK Imager and via a Kubuntu Linux system accessing/dev/sdb so accessing the Physical Drive should not be a problem for any other software ortechnique as long as you know the proper mount location.

Writeblocking IndicationDrive acquisition was easy enough, but one of my colleagues pointed out a very interesting factabout the SDL's indicator lights. The SDL does not provide any indicator that access to the devicebeing acquired is writeblocked. For example, the Tableau writeblockers have specificallylabeledgreen indicator lights so that the user knows that writeblocking is active. The lack of an indicatorlight, of course, basically boils down to the fact that SDL does not have any type of writingcapability. Most Tableau devices have configuration switches that can enable their writeblockingdevices to provide write capabilities. Since the SDL does not provide this type of configurationsetting options it is not necessary to indicate a writeblocking mode.
Although obviously not necessary, checking for the writeblock indicator is generally commonpractices for most users. At the time, not realizing that the SDL's settings were not configurable Idecided to test dropping a file onto the drive. As the Windows XP operating system had alreadyassigned the drive a drive letter on the local system I navigated to the drive. Next, I selected a

Figure 3: Power Supply + USB to SATA Adapter

Figure 4: Drive Selection
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PDF file from the local system and dropped it on the hard drive. The PDF file appeared to getwritten to the hard drive. Yes, that is right, no warnings, no alerts, just the file with the same filename on the supposedly writeblocked drive. Next, I moved the PDF I had just placed by droppingit into another folder. I navigated into the folder to discover that the PDF files was there. Inavigated out of that directory and then back into it and the file was still there.
Very interesting behavior for a writeblocker. I tested this behavior on Windows XP and KubuntuLinux with the same results. As I expected to receive some type of readonly alert, and did not, Idecided to contact ICS about this behavior. The ICS technical support personnel described thisbehavior as follows:

"The SDL is connected to the PC via the SATA protocol which does not have a mechanism(commands) for passing such messages. Therefore messages alerting of the existence of adrive lock device or a writeprotect warning notification message can not be displayed. Otherdevices that use the SCSI protocol, such as FireWire and USB can use the built in errormechanism to alert the OS when the device is writeprotected."
Excellent. Of course, it is strange to see how the operating system caches information so that itappears changes to the connected drive has occurred. To ease my mind I decided to run a series ofdevice hash sums to verify that no changes occurred. MD5 sums for the device before the fileactivity, immediately following the file moves, and after the device was disconnected and reattached all verified that there were no changes to the drive.
USB DriveDuring testing I was able to connect the SDL to drives connected using the IDE, eSATA, and USBinterfaces. The only device that gave me problems was the Western Digital 500 GB USB drive.Connecting this drive to the SDL's USB port did not provide me access to the USB drive. As I havehad this problem before with laptop USB ports and large USB drives I decided to try connecting apowered USB 2.0 hub to the SDL and see if the powered supplied by the hub was sufficient toaccess the drive. Indeed, the powered USB hub worked and I was able to interact with the 500 GBUSB drive successfully. Therefore, augmenting your kit with a powered USB 2.0 hub will probablybe necessary to ensure you have the appropriate capabilities going into an engagement.
CostUsing the list of supported devices I took a quick look at the current (as of this publication) pricesand capabilities of Tableau writeblocking devices. From what I could tell, in order to get the samefunctionality from Tableau devices, you would need to either purchase a Tableau UltraKiteSATA+UltraBlock USB Portable Kit (http://tinyurl.com/ultrakit) for approximately $1550.00 or theTableau T3450 Forensic SATA/SCSU/IDE/USB Bridge (http://tinyurl.com/TableauMountBridges) for$979. The ICS SDL Basic Kit was priced at $950.00 and the SDL with Power Supply + USB to SATAAdapters (http://tinyurl.com/SDLKit) was running $1250.00.
The only thing I could find that matched the SDL's all in one capability was the Tableau's T3450.The biggest difference between these two devices, outside of the price, was the fact that theTableau T3450 was open faced. This means that it would not be as portable as the SDL. The SDL'sfull metallic case means that it is very sturdy and ready for travel.
ConclusionTesting the SDL was a lot more interesting than I expected. It helped me understand writeblockersa little better and I got to experience a nice product. The fact that the SDL provided so muchfunctionality was very nice. Installing an SDL in a tower would provide ideal functionality for an labsystem by reducing the clutter and consolidating equipment. It also provides good travelcapabilities although having multiple writeblockers with single acquisition capabilities does provideredundant resources in the case of a device failure or the necessity to acquire multiple drives at thesame time. But I would have to say the biggest selling point for the SDL is the price comparison toother comparable writeblocker devices and kits. The SDL's price is significantly lower and for anybusiness, large or small, this definitely moves this device to the top of the list when replacing oldequipment or making new purchases.
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